Swiss Robotics Industry Day
The second Swiss Robotics Industry Day, organised by NCCR Robotics on 2nd November 2016 at the Swiss Tech Convention Center, Lausanne, will showcase cutting edge robotics research from the 20 professorships in NCCR Robotics, SMEs and the Swiss Robotics ecosystem. The Day is a vital opportunity for industry in fields that use robotics to network with potential partners, talents and collaborators as well as offering privileged access to new and emerging technologies.

CONGRATULATIONS
6th NCCR Robotics Spin Fund
Congratulations to Fabian Günther who has won a Spin Fund for the ANYbotics robust, controllable robot joint. He will be hosted by Hutter lab (ETH Zurich).

CYBATHLON
A unique competition takes off
ETH Zurich issued a press release with photos and videos taken on the day of the event. We would like to thank everyone who turned up to our event or watched online, it was a resounding success. Read more.

EPFL Brain Tweakers take gold!
Congratulations to NCCR Robotics team the Brain Tweakers who took gold in the BCI race! Watch their competition again and read the detailed article on their race. Special congratulations also to Varley who came fifth in the powered exoskeleton race.

Symbiotic Drone @ Cybathlon
During the Cybathlon, a team from the Symbiotic Drone Project took their prototype to test with members of the general public. We caught up with some participants to see what they thought:

"Huge fun to try and surprisingly easy after a little practice. The team explained everything really well, and the jacket was more comfortable than I expected. Flying through the buildings takes a lot of concentration. Can I have another go please?"

"Wow! Flying over EPFL as free as a bird! The symbiotic drone was great fun and really engaging."

"As a spectator I found it quite exciting watching and hoping my son in law would crash! (but not too often) - there were a lot of people watching along on the screen, it seemed to be a good spectator sport, but lots of people wished the had also booked a slot."

Media Coverage of Cybathlon
The Cybathlon was livestreamed across Swiss TV on SRF and 3Sat - you can watch their highlights online.
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The Swiss National Centre of Competence in Robotics (NCCR Robotics) is a federally funded programme bringing together robotics laboratories from EPFL, ETH Zurich, University of Zurich and University of Lugano to work on wearable, rescue and educational robots.
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